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1. Introduction 
Feature selection algorithms are popular methods to reduce the dimensionality of the 
feature space and remove the redundant, irrelevant or noisy data. The term feature selection 
refers to the selection of the best subset of the input feature set. These methods used in the 
design of pattern classifiers have three goals: 
1. to reduce the cost of extracting the features 
2. to improve the classification accuracy 
3. to improve the reliability of the estimation of the performance, since a reduced feature 
set requires less training samples in the training process of a pattern classifier [1, 2] 
Feature selection produces savings in the measuring features (since some of the features are 
discarded) and the selected features retain their original physical interpretation [1]. This 
feature selection problem can be viewed as a multiobjective optimisation problem since it 
involves minimising the feature subset while maximizing the classification accuracy. 
Mathematically, the feature selection problem can be formulated as follows. Suppose X is an 
original feature vector with cardinality n and X is the new feature vector with cardinality 
n , X ⊆ X, J( X ) is the selection criterion function for the new feature vector X . The goal is 
to optimize J(). 
Feature selection problem is NP-hard (Non-deterministic Polynomial-time hard) [3, 4]. 
Therefore, the optimal solution can only be achieved by performing an exhaustive search in 
the solution space [5]. However, exhaustive search is feasible only for small n where n is the 
number of features. A number of algorithms have been proposed for feature selection to 
obtain near-optimal solutions [1, 2, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 30]. The choice of an algorithm for selecting 
the features from an initial set depends on n. The feature selection problem is said to be of 
small scale, medium scale, or large scale according to n belonging to the intervals [0,19], 
[20,49], or [50,1], respectively [2, 8]. Sequential Forward Selection (SFS) [11] is the simplest 
greedy sequential search algorithm and has been used for land mine detection using 
multispectral images [12]. Other sequential algorithms such as Sequential Forward Floating 
Search (SFFS) and Sequential Backward Floating Search (SBFS) are more efficient than SFS 
and usually find fairly good solutions for small and medium scale problems [7]. However, 
these algorithms suffer from the deficiency of converging to local optimal solutions for large 
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scale problems when n > 50 [2, 8]. Recent iterative heuristics such as tabu search and genetic 
algorithms have proved to be effective in tackling this category of problems which are 
characterized by having an exponential and noisy search space with numerous local optima 
[8, 9, 13, 14]. 
Feature selection algorithms can be broadly divided into two categories [32, 31]: filters, and 
wrappers. The filter approach evaluates the relevance of each feature or feature subset using 
the data set alone and without using any machine learning algorithm [32]. On the other 
hand, Wrapper approach uses machine learning algorithms to evaluate the relevance of 
feature subset [31]. An extensive summary of different filter and wrapper approaches to 
feature selection is provided by [33]. As reported in [31], when the objective is to maximize 
the classification accuracy of a given feature subset, the features selected should depend not 
only on relevance of the data but also on the machine learning algorithm. For that reason, 
throughout this chapter, the wrapper feature selection approach using Naive Bayes classifier 
has been adopted. 
In previous papers [23, 24, 25], we have proposed tabu search (TS) based computational 
intelligence techniques to solve feature selection problems. Nearest Neighbor classifier was 
used previously as objective function. In this chapter; instead of instance based classifier; we 
will explore Naive Bayes Classifier compared with sequential feature selection algorithms. 
The aim is to maximize the classification accuracy while minimizing the number of features. 
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview about Tabu Search and 
Fuzzy objective function proposed in [25] followed by fea ture selection using Tabu Search 
proposed originally by [8] and then modified by Tahir et al [27], by introducing feature 
search intensification strategy in Section 3. Section 4 discusses experiments carried out 
followed by discussion on other advanced Tabu Search approaches for classification 
problems in sec- tion 5. Section 6 concludes the chapter. 
2. Overview of Tabu Search, and fuzzy logic 
TS was introduced by Fred Glover [15, 16] as a general iterative metaheuristic for solving 
combinatorial optimisation problems. Tabu Search is conceptually simple and elegant. It is a 
form of local neighbourhood search. Each solution S ∈ Ω has an associated set of neighbours 
N(S) ⊆ Ω where Ω is the set of feasible solutions. A solution S’  ∈ N(S) can be reached from S 
by an operation called a move to S’ . TS moves from a solution to its best admissible 
neighbour, even if this causes the objective function to deteriorate. To avoid cycling, 
solutions that were recently explored are declared forbidden or tabu for a number of 
iterations. The tabu status of a solution is overridden when a certain criteria (aspiration 
criteria) are satisfied. Sometimes intensification and diversification strategies are used to 
improve the search. In the first case, the search is accentuated in the promising regions of 
the feasible domain. In the second case, an attempt is made to consider solutions in a broad 
area of the search space. The Tabu Search algorithm is given in Algorithm 1. 
The size of tabu list can be determined by experimental runs, watching for the occurrence of 
cycling when the size is too small, and the deterioration of solution quality when the size is 
too large [?]. Suggested values of tabu list size include Y; Y  (where Y is related to problem 
size, e.g. number of modules to be assigned in the quadratic assignment problem (QAP), or 
the number of cities to be visited in the travel salesman problem (TSP), and so on) [13]. 
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2.1 Fuzzy logic 
In this chapter, we present an intermediate TS algorithm, where the quality of a solution is 
characterized by a fuzzy logic rule expressed in linguistic variables of the problem domain. 
Fuzzy set theory has recently been applied in many areas of science and engineering. In the 
most practical situations, one is faced with several concurrent objectives. Classic approaches 
usually deal with such difficulty by computing a single utility function as a weighted sum of 
the individual objectives, where more important objectives are assigned higher weights [25]. 
Balancing different objectives by weight functions is at best controversial. Fuzzy logic is a 
convenient vehicle for trading off different objectives. It allows the mapping of values of 
different criteria into linguistic values which characterize the level of satisfaction of the 
designer with the numerical value of objectives and operation over the interval [0,1] defined 
by the membership functions for each objective. 
Three linguistic variables are defined to correspond to the three component objective 
functions: number-of-features f1, number-of-incorrect predictions f2, and average 
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classification error rate f3. One linguistic value is defined for each component of the objective 
function. These linguistic values characterize the degree of satisfaction of the designer with 
the values of objectives fi(x), i = {1, 2, 3}. These degrees of satisfaction are described by the 
membership functions μi(x) on fuzzy sets of the linguistic values where μ(x) is the 
membership value for solution x in the fuzzy set. The membership functions for the 
minimum number of features, the minimum number of incorrect predictions, and the low 
classification error rate are easy to build. They are assumed to be non- increasing functions 
because the smaller the number of features f1(x), the number of incorrect predictions f2(x), 
and the classification error rate f3(x), the higher is the degree of satisfaction μ1(x), μ2(x), and 
μ3(x) of the expert system (see Figure 1). The fuzzy subset of a good solution is defined by 
the following Fuzzy logic rule: 
“IF a solution has small number of features AND small number of incorrect predictions AND low 
classification error rate THEN it is a good solution”  According to the and/ or like ordered-
weighted-averaging Logic [17, 18], the above rule corresponds to the following: 
 
(1) 
where γ  is a constant in the range [0,1]. The shape of the membershi function μ(x) is shown 
in Figure 1. Membership of data in a fuzzy set is defined using values in the range [0,1]. The 
membership values for the number of features F, the number of incorrect predictions P, and 
the classification error rate E are computed using equations 2, 3, and 4 respectively. 
 
 
Fig. 1. Membership function for fuzzy subset X, where, in this application, X is the number 











The maximum number of features (FMax) is the size of the feature vector and the minimum 
number of features (FMin) is 1 or F=2. The maximum number of incorrect predictions 
(PMax) and the maximum classification error rate (EMax) is determined by applying Naive 
Bayes Classifier for the initial solution. The minimum number of incorrect predictions 
(PMin) is 0 while the minimum classification error rate (EMin) is 0%. 
3 Feature selection using Tabu Search 
3.1 Initial solution 
Feature selection vector is represented by a 0/ 1 bit string where 0 shows the feature is not 
included in the solution while 1 shows the feature is included. All features are included in 
the initial solution. 
3.2 Neighborhood solutions 
Neighbors are generated by randomly adding or deleting a feature from the feature vector 
of size n. For example, if 11001 is the current feature vector, then the possible neighbors with 
a candidate list size of 3 can be 10001, 11101, 01001. Among the neighbors, the one with the 
best cost (i.e. the solution which results in the minimum value of Equation 1) is selected and 
considered as a new current solution for the next iteration. 
3.3 Tabu moves 
A tabu list is maintained to avoid returning to previously visited solutions. With this 
approach, if a feature (move) is added or deleted at iteration i, then adding or deleting the 
same feature (move) for T iterations (tabu list size) is Tabu. 
3.4 Aspiration criterion 
Aspiration criterion is a mechanism used to override the tabu status of moves. It temporarily 
overrides the tabu status if the move is su±ciently good. In our approach, if a feature is 
added or deleted at iteration i and this move results in a best cost for all previous iterations, 
then this feature is allowed to add or delete even if it is in the tabu list. 
3.5 Termination rule 
The most commonly used stopping criteria in TS are 
• after a fixed number of iterations. 
• after some number of iterations without an improvement in the objective function 
value. 
• when the objective reaches a pre-specified objective value. 
In our algorithm, termination condition is a predefined number of iterations. 
3.6 Intensification of the search 
For intensification, the search is accentuated in the promising regions of the feasible domain. 
Intensification is based on some intermediate-term memory. Since, the solution space is 
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extremely large (initial feature vector n > 100 ), it is important to intensify the search in the 
promising regions by removing poor features from the search space. The following steps are 
used to intensify the search 
• STEP1: Store M best solutions in intermediate memory for T1 number of iterations. 
• STEP2: Remove features that are not included in the best M solutions for N times. 
• STEP3: Re-run the tabu search with the reduced set of features for another T2 iterations. 
• STEP4: Repeat steps 1-3 until the optimal or near-optimal solution is achieved. 
where values of M and N can be determined empirically through experiments. As an 
example, assume that the following four best solutions as shown in Figure 2 are found by 
tabu search during T1 iterations. Features f1 and f3 are always used while feature f5 is never 
used for good solutions. For N = 2, the reduced feature set consists of only f1, f2, f3, and f6. 
Thus, tabu search will search for the near-optimal solutions in reduced search space avoid 
visiting non promising regions. 
 
 
Fig. 2. An example showing intensification steps for tabu search. Σ is the number of 
occurrences of each feature in the best solutions. 
4. Experiments 
We have performed a number of experiments and comparisons on several public data sets 
from the UCI [21] and non-public data sets from DynaVis Project [22] in order to 
demonstrate the performance of the classification system using Tabu Search. A short 
description of the used benchmarks is mentioned in Table 1. Classification results have been 
obtained by using N- Fold Cross Validation. In N-Fold CV, each dataset is divided into N 
blocks using N-1 blocks as a training set and the remaining block as a test set. Therefore, 
each block is used exactly once as a test set. 
In addition, comparisons with several feature selection algorithms were also performed as 
mentioned below. 
• Sequential Forward Search (SFS) [11]: SFS is the simplest greedy search algorithm. It 
starts with an empty feature subset and sequentially add features that results in the 
highest objective criteria. The main disadvantage of SFS is that it is unable to remove 
features that become irrelevant after the addition of other features. 
• Sequential Forward Floating Selection (SFFS) [7]: SFFS improved the SF method by 
introducing backward steps after each forward step as long as the objective criteria 
increases. 
• TS1: Tabu Search without Intensification [8, 27] 
• TS2: Tabu Search with Intensification [25] 
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Table 1. Data sets Description. S = Samples, F = Features, C = Classes. 
Table 2 shows a comparison of feature selection algorithms (SFS an SFFS) with TS-1 and  
TS-2 for UCI Datasets. Naive Bayes is used as a base classifier. From the table, it is clear that 
feature selection using TS has achieved higher accuracy when compared with SFS and SFFS 
in all data sets where F > 50. The most significant improvements are in terms of number of 
features. For German, Breast Cancer, and Ionosphere; only 9, 8 and 11 fea- tures are used 
respectively without comprising any accuracy when compared with SFS and SFFS. In Sonar, 
with only 18 features out of 60, the classification accuracy is 84.5% using TS-1 as compared 
to the accuracy of 80.8% and 82.2% using SFS and SFFS respectively. The number of features 
used by SFS and SFFS are 13 and 27 respectively for sonar. Similarly, in Musk, with only 37 
features out of 166, the classification accuracy is 85.9% using TS-1 as compared to the 
accuracy of 83.2% and 84.0% using SFS and SFFS respectively. The number of features used 
by SFS and SFFS are 98 and 89 respectively for musk. 
When compared tabu search with and without intensification; some improvement is 
achieved in terms of the number of features. For Australian; German and Breast Cancer; 
both TS-1 and TS-2 are identical. For Ionosphere, 11 features are used by TS-2 instead of 13 
by TS-1 but with the same accuracy. In Sonar, with only 10 features out of 60, accuracy of 
86.5% is achieved as compared to 18 features by TS-1 with accuracy 84.5%. In Musk, with 
only 36 features out of 166, accuracy of 86.8% is achieved as compared to 37 features by TS-1 
with accuracy 85.9%. 
Table 2 shows a comparison of feature selection algorithms (SFS and SFFS) with TS1 and 
TS2 for DynaVis Datasets. In all Data sets except rotor, some improvement in terms of 
accuracy and number of features are achieved using TS-2. In Rotor, with only 8 features out 
of 72, accuracy of 95.3% is achieved using TS-2 as compared to 92.4 (35 features) by SFS, 92.9 
(8 features) by SFFS, and 95.1 (17 features) by TS-1. 
Table 4 shows the computation cost for using various data sets and feature selection 
algorithms. The main computation cost is the evaluation of objective function or naive bayes 
classifier. Hence; number of evaluations are used as the main criterion to compare FS 
algorithms. As number of features increase; the number of evaluations are also increased. 
The number of iterations used for TS-1 are 500 for F < 30, 1000 for F < 70, and 2000 for F > 70. 
It should be noted that although it appears that TS-2/ NB requires highest number of 
evaluations except in few cases when compared with SFFS but these evaluations are 
performed with fewer features. As an example; for Musk initially 26000 evaluations are used 
using 166 features, then 26000 but using 121 features, then 26000 using 104 features, and 
finally 26000 using only 92 features. 
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Table 2. Comparison of TS/ NB with NB, SFS/ NB, and SFFS/ NB Classifier for UCI Datasets. 
Two run time parameters i.e. the tabu list size and Number of neighbour- hood Solutions 
are determined using the following equation: 
 T=V*=ceil( F ) (5) 
 
where T is the Tabu List Size, V* is the number of neighbourhood solutions and F is the 
number of features. 
5. Other advanced Tabu Search approaches for supervised classification 
5.1 Simultaneous feature selection and feature weighting using hybrid tabu search/  
K-nearest neighbor classifier 
In [24], a hybrid tabu search/ K-NN algorithm is proposed to perform both feature selection 
and feature weighting simultaneously with the objective of improving the classification  
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Table 3. Comparison of TS/ NB with NB, SFS/ NB, and SFFS/ NB Classifier for DynaVis 
Datasets. 
accuracy. This approach uses both a feature weight vector and a feature binary vector on the 
encoding solution of tabu search. The feature weight vector consists of real values while 
feature binary vector consisting of either 0 or 1. A K-NN classifier is used to evaluate each 
weight set evolved by TS. In addition to feature weight and binary vectors, the value of K 
used in K-NN classifier is also stored in the encoding solution of TS. Neighbors are 
calculated using an squared Euclidean distance defined as: 
 
(6) 
where x and y are two input vectors and m is the number of features. 
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Table 4. Computation cost for various feature selection algorithms. 
The classification accuracy obtained from TS/ K-NN classifier is then compared and assessed 
with published results of several commonly-employed pattern classification algorithms. The 
results have indicated that simultaneous feature selection and weighting not only have the 
ability to find weights for K-NN classifier that result in higher classification accuracy but 
also have the ability to reduce the size of feature vector. 
5.2 Round robin Tabu Search algorithm for multi-class problems 
In [23], a novel round robin classification algorithm using a Tabu Search/ Nearest Neighbor 
(TS/ 1NN) classifier to improve the classification accuracy of multi- class problems. Round 
robin classification is a technique which is suitable for use in multi-class problems. The 
technique consists of dividing the multi-class problem into an appropriate number of 
simpler binary classification problems [26]. Each binary classifier is implemented as 
TS/ 1NN classifier and the final outcome is computed using a simple voting technique. A 
key characteristic of this approach is that, in a binary class, the classifier tries to find features 
that distinguish only that class. Thus, different features are selected for each binary 
classifier, resulting in an overall increase in classification accuracy. In contrast, in a multi-
class problem, the classifier tries to find those features that distinguish all classes at once. 
Results have indicated a significant increase in the classification accuracy for prostate cancer 
multi-class problem. 
5.3 Feature selection for heterogeneous ensembles of nearest neighbour classifiers 
using hybrid Tabu Search 
A new ensemble technique is proposed in [29, 28] to improve the performance of nearest 
neighbour (NN) classifier. This approach combines multiple NN classifiers, where each 
classifier uses a different distance function and potentially a different set of features (feature 
vector). These feature vectors are determined using a combination of Tabu Search (at the 
level of the ensemble) and simple local neighbourhood search (at the level of the individual 
classifiers). This ensemble classifier is evaluated using various benchmark data sets from 
UCI Machine Learning Repository. Results indicate a significant increase in the performance 
when compared with different well-known classifiers. 
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Feature selection (FS) algorithms are popular methods to reduce the dimensionality of the 
feature space and remove the redundant, irrelevant or noisy data and improves the 
classification accuracy. In this chapter; we have dis- cussed our recently proposed tabu 
search based algorithms for feature se- lection problems and have compared with other 
sequential feature selection algorithms. Tabu search is refined with respect to traditional 
approaches: A feature search intensification strategy is introduced. Search intensification is 
realized by incorporation of intermediate term memory in the search process. We have also 
discussed advanced tabu search approaches for supervised classification. Like many 
combinatorial optimization problems such as VLSI, Time Tabling, and Scheduling in which 
TS is quite useful, TS is also quite effective in data mining feature selection problems. 
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